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1
. Our families are complicated
c) Especially those ofgae
that have come from

failed families

(2) Some of your families :
i. Failed in priorities

2. Failed at perspective

3. failed as prototypes

2. Genesis /Bible is not full of
heroes , but failures



I. We come Fom a long-line of
failed priorities G I - 14)

1. Examples of failure

C) Adam didn't prioritize God's
perimeters , as he willingly
violated the terms of conditions
of paradise .

② Abraham & his son Isaac didn't
prioritize God's protection , as both
pimped their wives out to save
their own skin

(3) Jacob didn't prioritize God's
provision ,

as he manipulated
his family into giving him what wasn't
rightfully his .

h . Consequences of failure

c) When you fail to prioritize
God's perimeters for your life,
you

are literally abandoning joy -

(2) when you fail to prioritize
God's protection , you self-protect
C- the point of inconsideration

③ when you fail to prioritize God's
provision , you will manipulate &
trample over others to get what you want



II. We come from a long- line of
failed perspectives(v15 - 21)
1. Examples of failure

4) Adam#e didn't trust God 's
goodness in whatHe withheld from
them

② Abraham/Sarah didn't trust
Good's goodness in what He
promised them

(3) Isaac didn't toast God's
goodness where he sent him

(a) Jacob didn't trust God's
goodness in what He gave him

h . Consequences of failure

c) A- failure to trust in the
goodness of God results

i. A hard heart towards
others

2 . A superficial faith
towards God



Genesis 26:2 (NLT): The Lord appeared to Isaac and said, “Do not go down to Egypt, but do 
as I tell you.

III. We come from a long- line of
failed prototypes @ 22 - 26>

1. Examples of failure

c) Adam / Eve

⑦ Abraham / Sarah

③ Isaac / Rebekah

(a) Jacob / Rachel / Leah

③ Iseph / Asenath

h . Consequences of failure

c) Mistake the prototype for
the archetype
i. Good or bad prototypes

(a) Blame the model for the
mistake



Conclusion

7. God loves complicated people

John 21 : is- 17

I

2. Charging our family traditions :

c) Keep faith & community a priority

② Keep growing a Biblical perspective

⑦ Keep Jesus as your prototype

Genesis ends waiting on

the archetype . .- → Advent


